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PURPOSE

METHODS

IMPLICATIONS

WHY RESTORE FISH HABITAT IN THE RIVER CORRIDOR?

To make up for historical habitat losses, Michigan Sea Grant pulled together a broad
coalition of organizations to restore fish spawning beds in the corridor. To date, the
coalition has constructed four rock-rubble fish spawning reef areas in the St. Clair and
Detroit rivers, with plans for several more.

MAKING ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT SUCCESSFUL

•	To create reefs in ideal areas to compensate for damages to and loss of historic
fish habitat.
• To protect the largest remaining population of lake sturgeon in the Great Lakes.
•	To contribute to the removal of Great Lakes Areas of Concern Beneficial Use
Impairments in the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

PROBLEM
Fish communities in the international waterways that flow between Lake Huron and Lake
Erie have suffered since the arrival of the first Europeans over 300 years ago. From the early
1800s to early 1900s, the waterways of the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair and Detroit River
supported large populations of lake sturgeon and lake whitefish — and a highly profitable
commercial fishery.
Beginning in the mid-1800s, portions of the corridor were deepened to allow for commercial
use by large ships and later freighters. Historical records show this shipping channel
construction removed or covered highly productive fish spawning areas, which contributed
to fish population declines.
Overfishing, pollution and shoreline development also played a role in the decline.
However, recent studies indicate that access to suitable habitat continues to limit the
recovery of native fish.

With each project, the team compiles information to inform and improve future projects.
For example, several applicable lessons learned include:
• Fish prefer different rock types and sizes;
• Reef locations need to be close to known spawning and nursery areas;
• Sediment and water flow dynamics evaluations are essential when siting reefs; and
•	Pre- and post-restoration monitoring and innovative hydrodynamic modeling are
critical to improving the team’s ability to effectively site, design, construct and evaluate
artificial reefs.

RESULTS
Fourteen species of native fish, including lake sturgeon, lake whitefish and the endangered
northern madtom, have spawned on the newly created reefs. Sturgeon were found to be
spawning almost immediately on one reef while another was being constructed less than
100 feet away.

• Greater support and trust from project funders and stakeholders
•	Strong interest from the scientific community (publications, new students and
collaborators, etc.)

Adaptive management is a goal for many natural resource agencies and ecological restoration
initiatives because it offers a way to manage and learn from decisions, reducing uncertainty
over time. However, adaptive management is challenging to fully implement. Michigan Sea
Grant has identified a number of characteristics that helped make adaptive management
effective during these projects. Teams should have:

FUTURE WORK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For more information on the reef projects, visit: www.miseagrant.umich.edu/explore/restoration

A compelling mission
Diverse membership with strong relationships
Shared resources, shared credit
Strong facilitation and coordination
Good judgment in the face of uncertainty
An ability to re-visit decisions objectively
Ongoing outreach and consultation
Focused, long-term science
Time for results to emerge
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BENEFITS OF ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
The team has seen numerous benefits because of the adaptive management approach,
including:

The restoration projects are a good example of adaptive management in action. Lessons
learned are compiled and then applied to subsequent projects, making each restoration
attempt more efficient and better targeted when possible.

•
•
•
•

In 2014, the project team will construct two additional fish spawning reefs in the St. Clair
River and one additional reef in the Detroit River. The team will continue post-construction
monitoring of the existing sites and disseminate the lessons learned via education and
outreach channels. Michigan Sea Grant will continue to coordinate the engineering,
construction and outreach aspects of the projects.

Recent reef projects coordinated by Michigan Sea Grant have been supported by grants
from the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Restoration Center, the Sustain Our Great Lakes Program and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. All projects have benefited from matching and in-kind
support from numerous partners.

CONTACT INFORMATION

An ability to document and apply lessons learned
Improved ecological success with each subsequent project
More cost-effective use of limited restoration dollars
Strong camaraderie and shared leadership

Mary Bohling, MSU Extension Educator, Michigan Sea Grant
bohling@msu.edu

LESSONS LEARNED
3. IMPROVING SITE SELECTION

Early Projects

Early reef design included a gradual slope of the rock beds and a downstream
boulder field. New designs have a uniform depth of 2 ft. and no boulder field,
making them more cost effective to construct.

Before: Initial Site Needs

• Experimental projects
• Several smaller reef units
•	Tested multiple rock types and other variables
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2. TO SLOPE OR NOT TO SLOPE?
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• Simple, cost effective design
• Single, large reef unit
•	Single rock type (4-8 inch quarried limestone)
•	Located in most optimal spot in channel
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Researchers found target
fish species — lake sturgeon,
walleye and lake whitefish —
prefer to spawn on rock
beds with crevices that
protect the eggs.
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• Deep water (35-45 feet)
• Fast currents
•	Minimal commercial ship disturbance
• Clean water and sediment
• Upstream of good nursery areas
• Close to known spawning areas
• U.S. waters
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Now: More In-depth Assessment Available
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Side scan sonar
Underwater video
ADCP (flow)
Egg deposits
Scuba diving
Upstream sediment sources

Heavy silting of a 2012 project
helped the team identify potential
sediment problems at future sites
(e.g., sand ripples) and the inclusion
of more extensive side sonar imaging
for future project siting.
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Fish species using the Belle Isle Reef since 2004 construction.
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A map of the corridor with constructed and future reef projects.
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4. AVOID SEDIMENT BUILD-UP
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